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Abstract 
Cardone, F., M. Dezani-Ciancaglini and U. de’liguoro, Combining type disciplines, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 
66 (1994) 197-230. 
We present a type inference system for pure &calculus which includes, in addition to arrow types, also universal and 
existential type quantifiers, intersection and union types, and type recursion. The interest of this system lies in the 
fact that it offers a possibility to study in a unified framework a wide range of type constructors. We investigate the 
main syntactical properties of the system, including an analysis of the preservation of types under parallel reduction 
strategies, leading to a form of the subject-reduction property. We describe a model for this system where types are 
special subsets of a D, model for A-calculus, without imposing any formal contractiveness constraint on types of the 
kind considered for a closely related system by MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi ( 1986). 
Introduction 
Current research in the theory of programming languages has emphasized the relevance of 
investigating the properties of type disciplines with a suffkiently rich set of type constructors, in 
order to achieve greater flexibility in the use of type annotations as descriptions of the functional 
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behaviour of programs. One of many possible ways to meet this requirement is exemplified by 
the family of higher-order, strongly typed languages patterned after the Theory of Constructions 
(Coquand and Huet [ 14]), in which a type of a program can be considered as a logical specification 
of it. Another, orthogonal, line of research consists in studying first order type constructors more 
directly related to the intuition of a type as a collection of values. From the latter viewpoint it 
is important to emphasize the connections between computational properties of expressions (e.g. 
strong normalizability, subject reduction or even strictness properties) and the possible forms of 
their typings. There are by now several examples in the literature which demonstrate the interest 
of this line of research. The intersection types of Coppo and Dezani [ 121, originally introduced 
for studying the normalization properties of pure A-terms, have been shown to characterize exactly 
the class of strongly normalizable terms (Pottinger [24] ). Recursive types in which the recursion 
variable occurs only positively can be assigned only to strongly normalizable terms (Mendler [ 20]), 
and interesting developments in the use of intersection types to detect strictness properties of 
functional programs have been found recently (Coppo and Ferrari [ 13 ] ) . 
It turns out that combinations of some of these type constructors offer an abstract environment for 
studying features coming from the theory and practice of programming. An interesting application 
of intersection types can be found in recent research by John Reynolds (Reynolds [26,27] ) where 
they are used to encode record types: their interaction with general type recursion makes it possible, 
to a certain extent, to formalize the notion of class from object-oriented programming. For example, 
a class of points may be described as the type 
Point = PP. (setX:lnt --+ P A getX:lnt). 
Benjamin Pierce (Pierce [ 23 ] ) has devised the following example, showing that some real expressive 
power is gained when union types are added to intersection types. The if then . else . operator 
is such that the type NegNum V PosNum can be assigned to the term n = if b then 1 else - 1. To 
test whether n is zero, using the function 
IsZero:(NegNum -+ False) A (Zero + True) A (PosNum + False), 
amounts to derive the typing 
ZsZero n:False. 
Without using union types, the best information about ZsZero n is that it is just a boolean value. 
Recently, ML types have been refined using intersection and union type constructors (Pfenning 
[ 161). Moreover, some examples show the utility of adding intersection types to the Logical 
Frameworks (Pfenning [ 221). In these extensions decidability of type inference (resp. type checking) 
is preserved by permitting only the intersection of types which are subtypes of a common ML (resp. 
LF) type. 
The form of polymorphism described by universal and existential type quantification has been 
used in the description of free algebras (Bijhm and Berarducci [ 5 ] ) and abstract data types (Mitchell 
and Plotkin [ 2 1 ] ). More recently, Pierce and Turner have proposed an alternative approach to the 
embedding of some features of object-oriented programming into higher-order typed systems with 
existential types, in order to avoid the use of recursive types which are, instead, the main motivation 
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to the introduction of F-bounded quantification of Cook, Canning, Hill, Mitchell and Olthoff [6]. 
In the analysis of object-oriented programming, the interaction of polymorphism and first-order 
type constructors has also proved to be a flexible tool, especially when a notion of subtyping is 
added to the system and polymorphic type constructors include bounded universal quantification 
and record types as in the languages Fun (Cardelli and Wegner [ 81) and Quest (Cardelli [ 71). 
In this perspective, the present paper studies a type inference system which, in addition to 
the standard function type constructor, has intersection and union operators, type recursion and 
both universal and existential type quantifiers. We are interested in exploring the consequences 
of having a wide range of type constructors on the syntactical and semantical properties of the 
resulting type system. Here we give two equivalent formulations of the type system, one in a natural 
deduction style and the other in the form of a sequent calculus, and show the invariance of types 
with respect to a general notion of parallel reduction of terms, a property which fails for ordinary 
P-reduction of A-terms. The natural deduction formulation coincides with the system introduced 
by MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi [ 191, where, however, no proof-theoretic investigation of the 
system is carried out, while a semantical interpretation based on a complete metric space of ideals 
is presented. In the present paper we describe a new interpretation for the system, which does 
not require any restriction on the formation rules for types as those imposed in that approach, 
and is based on the approximation properties of D, l-models (Scott [28] ) of which the types 
are taken to be particular subsets. The resulting interpretation turns out to be quite close to the 
set-theoretical intuition motivating the inference rules for type constructors, and provides a natural 
proof technique for understanding the properties of the type system. We do not consider subtyping 
rules for our system, for their formalization in sequent calculus destroys the symmetry of the rules. 
It is this symmetry that allows us to prove a restricted form of the Haupsatz, the main technical 
tool used in establishing the preservation of types under parallel reduction. Observe however that 
subtyping rules like those of Cardelli and Wegner [ 8 ] are satisfied by the semantical interpretation 
we propose, essentially because it formalizes in a natural way the intuitions on which these rules 
are based. An interesting problem left open in the present paper is to investigate to what extent the 
results established for our type inference system can be carried over to its explicitly typed version. 
Sections 1 and 2 are essentially due to the last two authors, while Section 3 is essentially due to 
the first author. 
1. The type assignment system 
In the present section we describe the syntax of the type inference system that we shall study in 
the sequel. The rules for the system are presented in two equivalent ways: the first one is that given 
by MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi [ 191, and is patterned after a natural deduction system (Prawitz 
[25] ). The second formulation is a sequent calculus in the style of Gentzen [29], for which a 
restricted form of cut elimination will be proved in the next section. 
Definition 1.1 (Types). The set T of types is inductively defined by 
- V c T, where V is the set of type variables, ranged over by s, t, . . . 
- w E T (type constant) 
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- a,z~T=s (~-+~),(~JAT),(Qvz) ET 
- tEV,~~TT~t.z,Vt.~,3t.zET. 
Convention. We omit parentheses according to the precedence rule: “A and V over +“. 
A typing statement is an expression of the form M:a, where M is a J-term and cr a type; M is 
called the subject and cr the predicate of the typing statement. A basic typing statement is a typing 
statement whose subject is a variable. A basis is a set of basic typing statements whose subjects are 
pairwise distinct. If B is a basis, FV (B ) will denote the set of free term and type variables which 
occur in B. B,x:a will denote the basis B U {xx} when B is a basis such that either x @ FV(B) or 
X:U E B. 
A statement is an expression of the form B k M:a (where B is a basis and M:rr is a typing 
statement) that can be derived from the following axioms and rules. 
Definition 1.2 (Natural Deduction Formulation). The axioms and rules to derive statements are: 
(Ax) B, X:Q F X:(T (a) B t M:w 
(-+E) 
Bl-M:a-+z B t N:a 
B k MN:z (+I) 
B,x:G t M:r 
BtAx.M:a-+z 
(PI) 
B k M:o [pt. o/t] 
B t M:pt.o W) 
B t M:pt.a 
B t M:a [,ut. a/t] 
WI) BtM’o ift$FV(B) B t M:‘dt. 0 
(-,I) B t M:g[rltl 
B t M3t.a 
WE) 
B t M:Vt.a 





B,x:o t MX B t N3. o 
B t M[N/x]x 
if t $ FV(B) U FV(z) 
(AR) 
B~M:GAT BtM:oAz 
B t M:o BtM:t 
(VI) 
B t M:a B t M:T 
Bl--M:avz BtM:avT (VE) 
B,x:a t M:p B,x:r t M:p B t N:o v T 
B t M[N/x]:p 
The admissibility of the following rules is straightforward. 
(Weakening) 
BtM:z 
B,x:o k M:z 
(Strengthening) B’iy LT’” if x $ FV(M). 
Remark 1.3. (i) m is the universal type; of course one may also wish to introduce a bottom type, 
but this is not necessary in our system because it can be defined as Vt. t. 
(ii) Recursive types are not considered here as finite notations for their infinite unfoldings, as, 
for example, in Cardone and Coppo [ IO]. The present formulation in terms of introduction and 
elimination rules greatly simplifies the succeeding treatment. 
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This presentation looks familiar and intuitive, and it shares with natural deduction systems the 
nice property of defining the “meaning” of type operators directly, through introduction-elimination 
rules. 
However, if one is interested in the proof theoretical properties of the system, it is helpful to 
translate it into a sequent calculus. To this aim we introduce a type assignment system whose rules 
are symmetric introductions of the type constructors to the left and to the right. Although we do 
this primarily for technical reasons, we think that this system is of interest on its own. 
The resulting system is not a pure sequent calculus, since we still consider bases as sets of 
premises, in order both to keep the two systems as close as possible, and to avoid in the proofs 
the boring treatment of structural rules. The “multiplicative” character of its rules is, however, a 
typical feature of Gentzen’s original calculus that we preserve. 
A sequent is an expression of the form B :- M:a (where B is a basis and M:a is a typing 
statement) that can be derived by the axioms and rules of Definition 1.4. 
We write B, B’ to mean B U B’, provided that this is a still a basis, i.e. x is the subject of the 
same basic typing statement whenever x is in FV (B ) and in FV (B' ). 
Definition 1.4 (Sequent Culculus Formulation). The axioms and rules to derive sequents are: 
B, X:Q :- x:c 
Ax 
B,x:z :- M:p B’ :- N:a 
B, B’,y:o + T :- M[yN/x]:p 
AL 
B, x:ts [pt. a/t] :- M:r 
B, x:/d. c~ :- M:r PL 
B,x:a[p/t] :- M:7 vL 
B, x:Vt. IJ :- M:7 
B, X:IS :- M:7 
B,x:3t. o :- M:7 
3L ~~~$ZFV(B)UFV(T) 
B, X:CT :- M:p B, x:7 :- M:p 
B, X:CT A T :- M:p B, X:D A 7 :- M:p 
/\L 
B, x:r~ :- M:p B’, x:7 :- M:p vL 
B, B’, x:6 v r :- M:p 
B,x:a :- M:7 B’ :- N:a cut 
B, B’ :- M[N/x]:7 
B :- M:o w 
B, X:CI :- M:r 
B :-Ax. M:o + 7 
OR 
B :- M:a [pt. a/t] 
B :- Myt. (T 
OR 
B’-“‘7 VR ift$FV(B) 
B :- MYt. 7 
B :- M:s[p/t] 3R 
B :- M:3t. 7 
B t M:c B’ :- M:7 AR 
B,B’:-M:a~z 
B :- M:o 
B :- Mm v 7 
B:-M:7 vR 
B :- M:o v 7 
It is immediate to verify that rules (Weakening) and (Strengthening) are admissible also in the 
sequent formulation. 
Recall that, by the notational convention just before this definition, the set of assumptions in the 
conclusion of each rule has to be actually a basis, that is, each term variable must occur at most 
once. There is no loss of generality in this restriction. In fact if B :- M:o and B’ :- N:r, using AL 
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we can always build B” and B”’ such that B” :- M:a and B”’ :- Nx, and B”, B”’ is a basis. More 
precisely B” and B”’ will contain x:p A v whenever x:p E B and x:v E B’. 
Notation. (i) If V is a derivation ending with B :- M:CI we write 2) : B :- Ms. 
(ii) We shall denote an arbitrary rule of the sequent calculus by 
Bi I- M:Di rule 
B :- N:T 
assuming that the index i will have the correct value (i.e. i = 0, i = 1 or i = 1,2) and that the 
terms and types involved will match the rules as defined in Definition 1.4. 
The proof of the equivalence between the two formulations is standard. 
Lemma 1.5 (Substitution Lemma). 
B,x:a k Mx and B k N:a + B k M[N/x]:z. 
Proof. This can be proved as for Curry type systems (Curry and Feys [ 15]), by induction on the 
derivation of B,x:a I- Mx. However, in the present setting we can shorten the proof as follows: 
B k N:a 
(VE) 
B,x:a I- Mx B,x:a k M:z (VI) 
B k M[N/x]x 
BtN:ava q 
Theorem 1.6 (Equivalence between k and :-). For any basis B, A-term M and type IT, 
B k M:a H B :- M:g. 
Proof. (+) By induction on the derivation of B k M:a, distinguishing cases according to the last 
rule applied. We consider only the interesting cases, i.e. the elimination rules. 
Case (+E): 
(4E) 
BtM:a+z B t N:a 




x:r :- x:r B :- N:o +L ind. hyp. 
B, y:a + z :- yN:z B :- M:a + T 
cut 
B :- MN:7 
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Case (xE) where 1 E {p, V, A}: 
(xE) 
B I- M:T 
B k M:a 
becomes 
Ax 
x:a :- x:ff ind. hyp. 
x:r :-x:6 XL 
B :- M:a 
B :- M:z cut 
Case (3E): 
(SE) 
B,x:a k M:p B I- 3. N:a 
B k M[N/x]:p 
becomes 
ind. hyp. 
B,x:a :- M:p 3L ind. hyp. 
B, x:3. a :- M:p B :- N3t.a 
B :- M[N/x]:p 
cut 
since t $4 FV(B) U FV(p). 
Case (vE): 
(VE) 
B,x:a I- M:p B, x:z I- M:p B I- N:a V T 
B k M[N/x]:p 
becomes 
ind. hyp. ind. hyp. 
B,x:a :- M:p B, x:7 :- M:p ind. hyp. 
B,x:a V z :- M:p 
vL 
B :- N:a V z 
B :- M[N/x]:p 
cut 
(e=) Symmetrically, by induction on the derivation of B :- M:a. In the case of cut use the 
Substitution Lemma 1.5. The other nontrivial cases are the left rules. 
Case -+L: 
B, x:z :- M:p B’ :- N:a 
B, B’,y:a --t T :- M[yN/x]:p 
We can freely assume that x $ FV(B’ ). 
weakening we have 
B, B’, y:a + 5, xx l- M:p and 
From this, by (Ax) and (-E), we gel 
Substitution Lemma. 
-+L 
Now by the induction hypothesis and the admissibility of 
B, B’, y:a + r !- N:a. 
B, B’, y:a -+ T t- yN:r, hence the thesis follows by the 
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Case XL where x E {p, V, V}: 
B,x:a :- Mx 
B, x:p :- M:r XL 
We have that B, XX k MX implies B, x:p 1 MX since each occurrence of the axiom 
(Ax) B, x:0 F X:(T 
can be replaced by the following deduction 
(AxI 
(xE) 
B, x:p b x:p 
B,x:p k X:Q 
Case 3L: 
B, X:CJ :- M:p 
B,x:3t. CJ :- M:p 
3L where t @ FV(B) u FV(p). 
By the induction hypothesis B,x:a t M:p, hence, if y is fresh, B, y:a t- M[y/x]:p, for deductions 
are independent of the names of variables. By weakening B,x:3t. ~7, y:a k M[y/x]:p so we can 
conclude: 
(3E) B,x:3t. CJ, y:a k M[y/x]:p B, x:2. IT k x:3. CT 
B, x:3t. Q I- M:p 
if t 6 FV(B) U FV(p) 
since M[y/x] [x/y] = M. 
Case VL: 
B, X:Q :- M:p B’, X:T :- M:p vL 
B, B’, x:o V z :- M:p 
By the induction hypothesis B, x:o t M:p, hence, if y is fresh, B, B’, XX v z, y:a t M[y/x]:p, using 
weakening. Similarly, B, B’, x:0 v z, y:z I- M[y/x]:p; hence the thesis follows from: 
(vE) B, B’,x:o v T, y:a k M[y/x]y B, B’,x:a v T, y:r 1 M[y/x]:p B, B’, x:u v T k X:CI v T 
B, B', x:u v T k M:p 
q 
2. Invariance of types under parallel reduction of subjects 
The type assignment systems k and :- are not invariant under P-reduction of subjects. The 
problem is that in rule cut we lose the correspondence between subterms and subdeductions; many 
occurrences of the same subterm correspond in fact to a unique subdeduction. For example one 
can deduce’ the type 
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both for IExyz. x (yz) (yz) and for Axyz. x ( (Au. u)yz) ( (h. u)yz), but this type cannot be deduced 
for Ixyz. x(yz) ( (Au. u)yz) or Axyz. x ((Au. u)yz) (yz) (we owe this example to Benjamin Pierce). 
Analogously the type (Vt. 0 + r~ -+ z) + (5 -+ 3t. r~) ---f 5 -+ z (where t does not occur in z ) can 
be deduced for the first two but not for the second two &terms. Then in this system types are 
preserved neither under /?-reduction nor under P-expansion. Similar examples show that types are 
not preserved under q-reduction. 
One may ask why the second example does not provide a counterexample to the Type Preservation 
Theorem of [2 1 ] which states the invariance of types under P-reduction of subjects. Indeed Mitchell 
and Plotkin’s calculus is an explicitly typed calculus and the erasure map from typed terms to pure 
I-terms is not onto; now it turns out that the term of type (Vt. CJ +o+T)+(r’3t.o)-t<+Z 
whose erasure is dxyz. x ((Au. u)yz) ((AU. u)yz) does not reduce to any term corresponding either 
to Axyz. x(yz) ((Au. u)yz) or to Axyz.x( (Au. u)yz) (yz); on the contrary, its immediate reduct 
corresponds to ;txyz.x(yz) (yz). 
Invariance under /3-reduction is a desirable property, since it gives us the feeling that the rules 
of the system are, in a sense, correct. But in the present case rules 3E, VE and cut could hardly be 
considered incorrect; indeed, beside their similarity with rules of the sequent calculus in logic, they 
turn out to be sound e.g. with respect to the semantics we propose in Section 3. 
Instead it seems that the phenomenon we are about arises from a mismatch between the type 
system and the possibility of “unbalanced” reductions of subjects. In fact we prove the system :- 
to be invariant under parallel reduction, hence, by the equivalence of :- and k, the same property 
is established for k. More precisely, types are invariant under /I-reductions which are performed 
simultaneously on all occurrences of one subterm that have been generated by an application of 
the cut rule. Since this reduction relation is cofinal to the usual P-reduction, we conclude that each 
term will eventually have all the types of its expansions, which is true in particular for normal 
forms. 
Our proof is inspired by Gentzen’s proof of the Hauptsatz [ 29 1. Following his lines we introduce 
the notions of rank and degree of cuts, and use them to show that the cut elimination procedure 
terminates. A similar but simpler proof is carried out for a system without ,u, V and 3 in [2]. 
The main difference between Gentzen’s proof and ours lies in the .fact that we do not have a 
normal form property (indeed in presence of the universal type o and of recursive types also non 
normalizable terms are typable), but only a property of preservation of types under the complete 
development of a suitable set 3 of redexes (a “uniform set”, see Definition 2.5). 
Some technical remarks about the measure (called degree) we use to show termination of the 
normalization procedure are in order. Firstly the degree of a cut is defined to be different from 
0 only if this cut is relative to a redex belonging to F (see Definition 2.10). Secondly union and 
intersection are proof functional connectives, in the sense of Lopez-Escobar [ 181: in particular 
rules AR and VL require the same subject in both premises. This implies that cuts whose cut type 
is an arrow type have to be eliminated all together and after any other cut whose cut type has a 
“logical” connective as its main operator: this is the reason why arrows have a minimal degree, 
Finally problems arise from rules pL, pR, VL and 3R, since the cut elimination in general results in 
a cut whose cut type is more complex than the original one: this contradicts the fact that the proof 
has been shortened, so that the obvious solution is to make degree a function of the “history” of 
the type occurrence we are considering. 
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In each rule of the sequent calculus it is natural to distinguish between the type occurrence which 
has been just generated from the other ones. This can be formalized as follows. 
Definition 2.1 (Fathers and Generated Types). 
(i) Given any arbitrary rule 
Bi :- M:ai rule 
B :- Nx 
we say that: 
- the occurrence of ci in a premise is the father of the occurrence of z iff ci - r (this is true 
in all left rules and in rule cut); 
- if XV E Bi and x:r E B with Y E < then the occurrence of v is a father of the occurrence of 
r; 
- if the rule is a cut of the shape in Fig. 1 then both occurrences of XX and of y:a in the left 
premise are fathers of the occurrence of XXJ in the conclusion. 
(ii) Looking at the shapes of logical rules as shown in Fig. 1 we say that: 
- 0 + T is the type generated by -tL and +R from g and r; 
- 0 is the type generated by XL and x ‘R from 7; 
- o A 7 is the type generated by AR from cr and 7; 
- (T v 7 is the type generated by VL from o and 7. 
Clearly, if i # 0 then each type is either generated or has at least one father, the only exception 
being rule +L, where the arrow type may both be generated and have fathers. 
The standard definition of type degree is the number of type symbols. We need a more dynamic 
notion of type degree which depends on the structure of the derivation rather than just on the 
syntax of the types; in particular it should give the same degree to all arrow types and distinguish 
between occurrences of the same non arrow type. In fact we need to take into account the number 
of rules which have been used in generating the occurrence of non arrow types. This will be clarified 
in Remark 2.11. 
Definition 2.2 (Degree of Type Occurrences). The degree of an occurrence of a type Q in a deduction 
D is defined by induction on 23: 
- if cr occurs in the conclusion of Ax or ~IJ then its degree is 0; 
- if Q occurs in the conclusion of a logical rule or of the cut and if it is not the generated type, 
then its degree is the maximum of the degrees of its fathers; 
- if 0 --t 7 is the type generated by +L then its degree is the maximum between the degrees of 
its fathers and 0.5; 
- if Q --) 7 is the type generated by +R then its degree is 0.5; 
- if cr A 7 (a V 7) is the type generated by AR (VL) from r~ and 7 then its degree is the maximum 
of the degrees of 0 and 7 plus 1; 
- if CJ is the type generated by XL (x E {,B, V, 3, A}) or by x ‘R (x ’ E {p,V, 3, V}) from 7 then its 
degree is the degree of 7 plus 1. 
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B,x:a, y:a :- M:p B,x:o :- x:o cut 
B,x:a :- M[x/y]:p 
B, x:7 :- M:p B’ :- N:o B,x:o :- M:7 
B, B’, y:a -+ 7 :- M[yN/x]:p 
AL 
B :- Ix.M:a + 
_R 
7 
B, x:7 :- M:p B :- M:7 
B,x:a :- M:p XJ- x E {~>~,J>Y) 
B ._M.(T XQ X’E {V,V,3,YI 
. . 
B :- M:o B’:-M:7 AR 
B,B’ :-M:a AT 
B, X:G :- M:p B’, x:7 :- M:p vL 
B, B’, X:LT v z :- M:p 
Fig. 1. Possible shapes of rules. 
Definition 2.3 (Cut-type and Rank). Given a cut 
B,x:a :- M:7 B’ :- N:cr cut 
B, B’ :- M[N/x]:z 
we call rs the cut-type. 
(i) The left rank of the cut is the largest number of consecutive sequents in a path such that the 
lowest of these is the left premise of the cut and the basis of each of these sequents contains 
x:c7. 
(ii) The right rank of the cut is the largest number of consecutive sequents in a path such that the 
lowest of these sequents is the right premise of the cut and u is the predicate of the succeeder 
of each of these sequents. 
(iii) The rank of the cut is the sum of its left and right ranks. 
Definition 2.4 (Ready Cuts and Ready Derivations). 
(i) A cut is ready iff it has rank 2. 
(ii) A derivation is ready iff it contains only ready cuts. 
If a cut is ready, then either its left and right premises are respectively the conclusions of the left 
and right introduction rule for the principal constructor of the cut-type, or one of its premises is 
an axiom or an instance of rule o. Fig. 2 shows all possible shapes of ready cuts. 
We introduce now a notion of parallel reduction. The parallelism consists in the fact that, in each 
reduction step, more than a single redex is contracted. 
In order to formalize this idea we define the notion of uniform set of ‘redex occurrences in a 
term. Informally a set of redex occurrences in a term M is called uniform if, whenever it contains 
a redex occurrence, every other occurrence of the same redex is in the set as well. 
As usual any A-term M can be identified with its (binary) syntactical tree, whose nodes are 
represented by a subset of (0, l}*; the tree domain of M. If N is a subterm of M, and its syntactical 
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B, z:l :- PX B’:-R:v AL B”, y:v :- Q:< OR 
(a) 
B, B’,x:v + 4; :- P[xR/z ]:z B” :- Ry. Q:v -+ < 
B, B’, B” :- P [xR/z] [Ay. Q/x]:7 
cut 
B,x:< :- P:T 
(b) 
B,xzv :_ P:z xL “B: i: ;; XR cut 
B, B’ :- P[Q/x]:z 
where x E {P, 3,V’) 
B,x:< :- PX nL B’ :- Q:< B” :- Q:v hR 
(c) B,x:r A v :- P:z B’, B” :- Q:< A v 
B,B’,B” :- P[Q/x]:T 
cut 
B,x:< :- P:z B”,x:v :- P:z vL B’ :- Q:< VR 
(d) 
B, B”, x:< v v :- PX B’ :- Q:< V v 
B, B’, B” :- P[Q/x]:7 
cut 
Bi Z- M:p 
XL Ax (e) B,x:o :- M:p B’, y:a :- y:a 




Bi :- M:oi 
B, X:(T :- x:o B’ :- M:o XR cut 
B, B’ :- M:o 
where x is any type constructor 
B, x:w :- x:m 
8 
B’ :-Mm * cut 
B, B’ :- M:w 
where 8 is either Ax or o 
Fig. 2. Possible shapes of ready cuts. 
subtree is rooted at o E (0, l}* in the tree of M, then we say that “N occurs at (II in M”, and 
denote this occurrence by (CY, N). 
Definition 2.5 (Uniform Set of Redexes). Let M be any A-term, then: 
(i) Occ(M) = {(a,N) ( N occurs at a in M}; 
(ii) Red(M) = {(a, (Ax. P)Q) E Occ(M) ( P,Q any term&x any variable}; 
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(iii) 3 2 Red (M) is uniform iff 
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(a,R) E 3A (P,R) E Red(M) + (P,R) E 3. 
In the sequel we need the notions of residual and development, which are well known concepts 
in ,I-calculus theory: we refer the reader to [ 3, Chapter 111, from which we take the notation. 
Definition 2.6 (Parallel Reduction). The reduction relation =F~ over A-terms is defined by: 
M +P N iff 33 c Red (M). 3 is uniform and (M, 3) -cPl N 
where (M, 3) ++cPl N is the complete development of (M,3) (see [3, p. 2861). 
The idea of parallel reduction in the framework of the i-calculus is usually formalized in the 
literature by Gross-Knuth Reduction as defined in [4] and [ 171 (see also [ 3, 13.2.71). 
Definition 2.7 (Gross-Km&h Reduction). A4 -+a N iff (M, Red (M) ) ecpl N. 
Actually this is a particular case of the relation +, since Red (M) is trivially uniform. 
Definition 2.8 (Cuts generating 3-redexes). Let D be a deduction whose conclusion subject is M; 
fix a uniform 3 s Red (Al); finally let 
B,x:a :- PX B’ :- Ay. Q:o tut 
B, B’ :- P [Ay. Q/XIX 
be a cut in D. We say that the above cut generates F-redexes of A4 iff P has at least a subterm 
of the shape xR, such that all occurrences of (;ly. Q’)R’ in M belong to 3, where (ny. Q’)R’ is a 
fixed instance of (Ay. Q)R. 
Remark 2.9. We have to consider the substitution instance (3Ly. Q’)R’ instead of (ny. Q)R itself 
because of the possibility that other cuts, placed under the given one in the current deduction, 
substitute variables inside (;ly. Q)R. 
Definition 2.10 (Cut Degree). Let D be a deduction whose conclusion subject is M; fix a uniform 
3 5 Red (44)‘. Moreover let 
B,x:(T :- PIT B’ :- Q:o cut 
B, B’ :- P[Q/x]:T 
be a cut inference in 2). Then the degree of this cut in V relative to 3 is defined by cases: 
- if this cut does not generate 3-redexes then its degree is 0; 
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- otherwise its degree is the sum of the degrees of the occurrences of its cut-type in the left and 
right premises of the cut. 
Remark 2.11. Our definition of cut degree is not the classical one, which simply records the number 
of symbols of the cut-type. The distinctive features of our cut degree are: 
(i) the degree is 0 iff the cut does not generate F-redexes; 
(ii) if the cut is ready and the cut-type is an arrow then the degree is 1; 
(iii) if the degree is greater than 1 and the cut-type is an arrow then the cut is not ready; 
(iv) otherwise the degree is a function of the number of inferences of the form XL and XR which 
have been used in generating the occurrences of the cut-type. 
Feature (i) has to be so because we will eliminate only cuts generating F-redexes. Moreover 
when eliminating a cut generating an 3-redex, whose cut-type is of the form 0 + z, the redexes 
generated by the new cuts produced by the contraction cannot be in F; hence their degree relative 
to F will be 0. Indeed if the contraction of a redex in F produces new redexes, these will never be 
contracted in the development of 3. 
Feature (ii) will imply that, if in a ready deduction the maximum degree of a cut generating 
F-redexes is 1, then all cuts generating F-redexes have as cut-type an arrow type (i.e. they have the 
shape of Fig. 2(a)). As a matter of fact our proof of subject reduction (proof of Theorem 2.15) 
actually hints to an algorithm which performs a preliminary elimination of all “logical” cuts, which 
does not affect the subject, ending with the “parallel” elimination of arrow cuts, which causes actual 
/3-contraction. 
Feature (iv) takes into account the fact that when we shall eliminate a ready cut whose premises 
are conclusions of say VL and VR, the number of symbols of the cut-type of the newly generated cut 
may well be greater than that of the original cut-type, despite of the intuition that the derivation 
has been simplified. Note that in this third case the degree of the cut is always greater than 2. 
Definition 2.12 (Degree of Deductions). 
(i) Let 2) be a deduction whose conclusion subject is M; fix a uniform F C Red(M). The degree 
6 (23, F) of V relative to F is the highest degree of a cut in D relative to F’. 
(ii) Let V : B :- M:o and lS : B’ :- M:a; then 9 is non-increasing with respect to D iff 
6 (D’, F) Q 6 (D, .T) for all uniform F C Red (M). 
We prove that we can transform deductions by adding assumptions, by changing the names of 
(free) term variables, by instantiating type variables and by eliminating the cuts with shapes (f) 
and (g) of Fig. 2, preserving readiness and without increasing the cut degrees. 
We say that a deduction D’ is similar to a deduction D iff DD’ is obtained from D by adding (basic) 
typing statements to the bases, renaming term variables and substituting type expressions to free 
occurrences of type variables. This means that 23’ and D have the same deduction tree and differ 
only for the bases and for the names of term variables and, possibly, because type-occurrences in 
V’ are substitution instances of their counterparts in D. Since the notion of degree does not depend 
on the length of type expressions involved in cuts, but rather on the structure of the derivation in 
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which they occur, similar deductions have the same degree with respect to any uniform F. 
Lemma 2.13. 
(i) If V : B :- M:a and B’ > B then there is V’ : B’ :- M:a such that 2)’ is similar to 2). 
(ii) If V : B, x:z :- M:o and y is fresh then there is 2)’ : B,y:z :- M[y/x]:o such that V’ is similar 
to V. 
(iii) If V : B :- M:a, z is a type and t is any type variable, then there is V’ : B[T/t] :- M:a[z/t] 
such that VD’ is similar to V. 
(iv) All occurrences of ready cuts of the shapes (f) and (g) of Fig. 2 can be eliminated preserving 
readiness and obtaining a non-increasing deduction of the same statement. 
Proof. (i) Easy by adding the premises of B’ - B to each statement, possibly renaming some 
variables not in 8. 
(ii) Immediate, since deductions are independent of the names of (free) term variables. 
(iii) By definition of similarity. 
(iv) Let us consider a cut of the shape (f) or (g): 
Ax 
Bi I- M:oi 
B, x:rs :- x:o B’ :-M:a XR cut 
B, B’ :- M:a 
B, x:w :- x:w 
8 
B. B’ 
B’:- M:o o.r cut 
:- M:u 
where 8 is either Ax or o. In both cases (i) implies that we can replace B’ :- M:a by B, B’ :- M:o 
obtaining a deduction which satisfies the given conditions. q 
The following lemma (proved in the Appendix) claims that every deduction can be transformed 
into a ready deduction of the same statement. This can be accomplished without increasing the 
complexity of the proof. Formally: 
Lemma 2.14 (Rank Lemma). For any derivation V:B :- M:o there exists a ready derivation 2)’ : 
B :- M:o such that V’ is non increasing with respect to V. 
Theorem 2.15 (Invariance of Types under Parallel Reduction). 
(i) B :- M:p and M +, N imply B :- N:p. 
(ii) B I- M:p and M +v N imply B k N:p. 
Proof. (i) If M =+, N then for some F E Red (M), (M, T) -++CPl N. By Lemmas 2.13 (iv) and 2.14, 
we can assume that the given V:B :- M:p is ready and does not contain cuts of shapes (f) and 
(g). Since redexes in 7 are exactly those which determine the positive degrees of cuts, we prove 
the theorem as a kind of cut elimination: indeed it is such, being parametrized with respect to 3. 
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If 6 (V, 3) = 0 and V IS ready, then no cut generates F-redexes, hence F-redexes may occur only 
as subterms of terms of type w: in this case clearly B :- N:p is derivable introducing by rule o the 
reducts of those subterms of M. 
If 6 (D, F) = 1 then all cuts which generate 7-redexes have an arrow type as cut-type. Moreover 
by the readiness of V, all these cuts have the shape 
B, z:( :- P:7 B’ :- R:v AL B”, y:u :- Q:< 
B, B’,x:LJ --$ < :- P[xR/z]:z B” :- Ay. Q:v + 5 
OR 
B, B’, B” :- P [xR/z] [Ay. Q/x]:7 
cut 
Then they can be replaced as follows: 
B”, y:u :- Q’:( 
B, z:< :- PI:7 
B’ :- R’:u cut 
B’, B” :- Q’[R’/y]:c 
B, B’, B” :- P’[Q’[R’/y]/z]:z 
cut 
where P’, Q’ and R’ result from P, Q and R respectively by reducing all residuals of redexes in 7. 
More precisely (P, F n Red (P) ) -cpl P’, and similarly for Q’ and R’. Moreover in the remaining 
parts of V the subjects have to be reduced (by +, ) in order to match P [Q [R/y] /z 1. Eventually 
we get a deduction of degree 0. 
If 6 (D, F) > 1 then all cuts with degree 6 (D, 3) are of the shape (b), (c) or (d) of Fig. 2. In 
fact all cuts are ready and moreover all cuts of shape (e) have degree 0, since they cannot generate 
any redex. We replace the cuts of shape (b) when x = 3: 
B,x:a :- P:7 3L 
B, x:3. o :- P:7 
B’ :- Q:cr [p/t] 3R 
B’ :- Q:3t. G 
B,B’ :- P[Q/x]:7 
cut 
B, X:CT [p/t] :- P:7 B’ :- Q:a b/t1 cut 
B, B’ :- P [Q/x]:7 
where the left premise of the new cut is obtained by a derivation similar to the subderivation 
whose conclusion was B,x:a :- P:7, which is non-increasing by Lemma 2.13 (iii). The degree of 
each occurrence of the cut-type decreases by 1, so that the degree of the cut is lowered by 2. The 
cases x = V or x = p are similar. 
Finally cuts of shape (c) or (d) are replaced by 
B,x:{ :- P:7 B’, B” :- Q:c 
B, B’, B” :- P [ Q/x]:7 
cut 
where some basic statements are added to the bases of the premises using Lemma 2.13 (i). It is 
easy to verify that we obtain cuts of lower degrees. 
After these transformations have been performed we get a derivation, say D’, of lower degree; we 
then apply Lemma 2.14 to obtain a ready derivation which is non-increasing with respect to D’, so 
that the inductive hypothesis applies. 
(ii) Immediate form (i) and from Theorem 1.6. 0 
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Corollary 2.16 (Invariance under Gross-Knuth Reduction). 
(i) B I- M:o, A4 --+a N + B k N:u. 
(ii) B k M:~J, M Ab N + 3L. N :‘p L and B k Lx. 
Proof. (i) Immediate from Theorem 2.15(ii) and the remark after Definition 2.7. 
(ii) Is a consequence of (i) and of the cofinality of +gk with respect to -+p, proved in [ 3, 
13.2.111. 0 
Note that the above proof cannot be transformed into a proof of normalization of A-terms (which 
does not hold since we allow recursive type and the universal type u). Indeed the parameter F 
is essential to the proof and cannot be dropped; what we have actually shown is a kind of typed 
version of the finite development theorem of the untyped A-calculus. 
3. Semantics 
In this section we describe the construction of a model for our type system, based on a technique 
introduced in Coppo [ 111 that permits to interpret type recursion even when type constructors are 
not monotonic with respect to the (semantical) relation of subtyping induced by the interpretation 
of types as sets of values. This technique differs from that used by MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi 
[ 191 in exploiting only the approximation properties of the domain in which untyped terms are 
interpreted, without any appeal to a complete metric space structure that can be defined on the 
collection of (denotations of) types. This approach to type interpretations has some advantages 
over that followed by MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi [ 191, in not requiring any restriction on the 
formation rules for types and also in offering a powerful proof technique for many semantical 
properties of the type system (see Cardone and Coppo [ IO] for some examples). 
Starting from a model D, of the A-calculus, obtained as the inverse limit of a sequence of 
complete lattices as in Scott [28], each type will be interpreted as a subset of D, satisfying 
constraints derived from the order-theoretic nature of this model. For example, as every type can be 
assigned to the combinator L2 E (Ax. xx) (Ax. xx), and the interpretation of Sz in every continuous 
A-model D is the least element I (see Barendregt [ 3]), we require that each of the subsets of D, 
that we will consider as candidates for the interpretation of types should contain 1. Furthermore, 
if A C D, is such a subset and A E A is a directed set, then also u d E A: this condition yields the 
correctness of the typing of the fixed-point combinator Y as a term of type (CT + cr ) 4 0, for any 
type 6. 
The explicit construction of the domain D, (refer to Barendregt [ 31 for a detailed description) 
starts from the two-points lattice Da = {I, T} and, given D,, the lattice Dn+l is defined to be the 
lattice of continuous functions [D, --t D,] from D, to itself, ordered pointwise, with an embedding 
$n : 8, + &+I and a projection I+v,, : D, +, -+ D,. The inverse limit of the diagram 
V”-2 
. . . 
cDn_,W~Dn%D,+I~... 
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satisfies the recursive domain equation D, E [Do0 + D,], with isomorphisms @ : D, --) [D, -+ 
D,]andY:[D,+D, ] + D,. This induces an operation of application over D, defined by 
d.e = @(d)(e) for d,e E D,. 
The construction of D, endows it with an approximation structure, orthogonal to its order structure, 
which takes the form of a denumerable sequence of continuous mappings ( .)n : D, + D,. These 
provide an image of each D, inside D,, and in fact we shall identify in the sequel D, with the 
finite subset {d, 1 d E Dm} of D,. In particular, the following properties will be used without 
explicit mention throughout this section (see Barendregt [3, 18.2.8 and 18.2.91): 
Proposition 3.1 (Properties of Approximation Mappings). Thefamily { (.),:D, -+ Drn}nc~ satisfies 
the following conditions, for all f, d E D, and m, n, k E N: 
(1) If d = T then do = T, otherwise do = 1. 
(2) (dn)m = (dm)n = dmin(m,n). 
(3) d = UnENdn. 
(4) If n < k then fn+l .dk = fn+l. d,. 
(5) Zf n < k then (fk+l .d,). = f,+l ‘4,. 
(6) fn+l .d,, = fn+l .d = (f .dn).. 
(7) f = fn+l ifand only ifVd E D,.f .d = (f .A),. 
A consequence of this proposition is that for d, e E D,, d . e = Unerm d,,+l . e,. 
We shall require each subset A of D, which interprets a type to be closed under each of these 
mappings, in the sense that d E A implies that d, E A for all n E N. We obtain in this way a 
collection of subsets of D, that is closed under a wide range of type constructors, and also offers 
some technical advantages over ideals that have been often used in the semantics of type inference 
systems (see, for example, MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi [ 191). 
Definition 3.2 (Profinite Subsets). 
(i) The class P of profinite subsets of D, is defined to consist of those subsets A of D, such that: 
- LTEA; 
- A is complete: if (d(‘))ieN is an increasing chain in D, such that Vi E N. d(‘) E A, then 
UiEN d(‘) E A* 
- A is closed uider approximations: d E A implies d, E A, for all n E N. 
(ii) For profinite subsets A, B of D,, the relation A Q, B is defined to hold if and only if A g B 
and d, E A whenever d E B. 
For technical reasons due to the particular form of the complete lattice D,, we require T to 
belong to every profinite subset of D,. . this would not be possible if we used ideals (the only ideal 
containing T is D, ). There is a close connection between this class of subsets of D, and the class 
of relations used in Amadio [ 1 ] and Cardone [9] in the construction of models for strongly typed, 
polymorphic languages with type recursion and subtyping. 
Obviously, the intersection of an arbitrary family X of profinite subsets of D, is profinite, 
so the structure (P, (I) is a complete lattice having {I, T} and D, as bottom and top elements, 
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respectively. We shall denote the infinitary lattice operations by inf and sup whenever convenient 
(observe however that the supremum of a finite family of profinite subsets coincides with their 
set-theoretic union). The following proposition collects the main properties of this lattice. For a 
profinite subset A, the notation A,, stands for the set {d, ) d E -4). 
Proposition 3.3 (Properties of Profinite Subsets). For A E P and any n E N: 
(1) A, GA; 
(2) A, E P; 
(3) A, Qn &+I; 
(4) For any family X C P, (UAEX A,) E P; 
(5) For any family X C P we have 
(suPX), = u An. 
AEX 
Proof. (1) Immediate, as A is closed under approximations. 
For proving (2), observe that A, is complete because every finite subset of D, is obviously 
complete. Furthermore, in order to show that A,, is also closed under approximations, let d E A,. 
There are two cases: 
l m > n: d, = d (because d E D,), so d, E A,,. 
l m~n:asd~A(by(l)),d,~A,andd,=(d,),~A,, 
concluding the proof of (2). 
(3 ) To show that A, a, A,, 1, assume d,, E A,. This implies d,, E A by ( 1) so d,, E A,+ 1 because 
(d,),+l = d,.IfdEA,+l then d E A by (l), so d, E A,. 
(4) Easy, observing that we have a finite, hence also complete, subset of D,. 
(5) It is easily checked that the following two properties hold: 
’ U&X A, c UA&Y A,+1 
l d E UAEx An+1 =+ 4 E UAEx An 
yielding that the set U = {d E D, ( Vn E N. d,, E lJAEX A,} is profinite (using (4) ), and is such 
that UAEX A, g U for each n E N. If S E P is any upper bound of U X then S > U because 
dEU+VnEN.d,,E u A, 
AEX 
+kz~N.d,~uX as A, G A by (3) 
+ Vn cN.d,, ES 
+d =u d,, E S. 
nw 
So supX = U and (supx), = UAEX A,. 0 
Definition 3.4. If A, B are prolinite subsets of D,, we introduce the following notations: 
. A-B={dcD,IVuEA.d.aEB}; 
l A,,-)“+lB,, = {dED,+, )Va~A,.d~a~B,,}. 
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Then A + B and A, -P+l B, are also profinite. We consider only the case of A, -?+I B,. 
Completeness follows from the fact that A, -P+ 1 B, is a finite subset of D,. In order to show 
that this subset is also closed under approximations, take d E A,, +n+l B,. For any k > 0 
and a E A,, observe that ok-l E A, being A, a profinite subset. So (d . ak_ 1) E B, and also 
dk. U = dk. ak-1 = (d . ak-])k-1 E B,. 
We shall define the interpretation of a type by means of a construction which involves denu- 
merably many approximations, matching the approximation structure of the A-model in which the 
untyped terms are interpreted. 
Definition 3.5 (Approximate Interpretations of Types). For all n E N, any type 0 and any type 
environment q, i.e. any function mapping type variables to profinite subsets of D,, define P[[a]l~ 
(the nth approximation of the interpretation of G in the environment q) as follows, by induction 
on n and the complexity of the type 0: 
l ~IMv = (1, T); 
. Z”+‘[o]q = D,+l; 
l ~“+‘utnrl = (rt(t)),+l; 
By a simple inductive argument one can see that each Z”[[a]v is a profinite subset of D,. We 
shall make frequent use in what follows of the fact that for any type Q and any n E N, P[[apq 
depends only on the values (q (t ) ) ,, of the type variables occurring in Q, as can be easily seen from 
the definition of the approximate type interpretations. 
Lemma 3.6. For all types 0, for all n E N, all type environments 9,all A E P and all type variables t: 
(a) zn+@ng[t: = A,] c zn+l[anq[t: = A,+l]; 
(b) If d EZ”+‘[aJbj[t: = A,+l ] and d $Z”+‘l[onr[t: = A,], then d E A,+,. 
Proof. By induction on the complexity of the type Q, the result being obvious when o is a type 
variable or w. For the induction step, we consider each of the possible cases: 
l fl = tJ1 A 02: 
(a) Z”+‘[al A a2]q[t: = A,] = Z”+‘[a&[t: = A,] nI”+1[a2jq[t: = A,] which is included 
;ypt;;;i;]q[f: = A,+l] n2”+1[&[t: = A,+l] = Z”+‘[al A &[t: = A,,,] by induction 
(b) If d’E Zn+l UfJl A g2ndt: = A,+11 = z”+‘[Glntj[t: = A,+11 flz”+‘[~nt@ = &+l] but 
d $Z”+l[~l ~o~]q[t: = A,] = 2”+1[cljq[t: = A,] nP+1[02jjq[t: = A.] then, for i = 1 or i = 2, 
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d E Z”+‘[qJq[t: = A,+1 ] and d # I”+ ’ [Igijq [t: = A,]. Using the induction hypothesis we have 
that d E An+L. 
l d E 61 V ~2: dual to the preceding case. 
l CJ = 61 + 022: 
hence (a) holds, while (b) is vacuously true. 
l aS/Ls.ol: 
and 
= In+lualnq[t: = A,+~, S: = zqP~. a,jq[t: = A,] 1 
(a) and (b) follow from the induction hypothesis. 
0 rs E vs. tJ1: 
hy~~t~~~i~n~~r~~~e~n~~l $r$F: = 4, s: = B I C In+’ “+lualnrl[t= 
d E IiY1[a&[t: = Ai+I,s: = B] for all B E P. 
A s JI;Ilvrft: = A,+d: = Bl by the induction 
n, * or all B E P, it is also true that 
(b) Assume that d E Z”+‘[o&[t: = An+l, s: = B ] for all B E P, but there is some B’ such that 
d @Zn+l[qjr/[t: = A,,s: = B’]. Then, by induction hypothesis, we have that d E A,, 1. 
. 0 = 3.01: 
(a) If d E Z”+‘[all)q [t: = An,s: = B] for some B E P, then by induction hypothesis we also have 
that d E Z”+l[alnq[t: = An+l,s: = B], so d E Tn+‘[3s.al~q[t: = An+l]. 
(b) If d E 2”+‘[0&j[t: = A,+l, s: = B’] for some B’ E P and d $Z~+1[3s. o& [t: = A,] then, 
in particular 
dEAn+l. b 
d $ In+ l [o& [t: = An,s: = B’], so the induction hypothesis applies and yields 
Lemma 3.7. For all types Q, n > 0 and any type environment r,~ 
iJ; for all type environments q’, 
(i) Z”[onq <In Z”+‘l[an$ and 
(ii) F1[pt. 0pf a,_, 2qj.d. +f, 
then zq0jq [t: = Wuj.it.+j] 4.~~+1uojfjp: = zqjit.og7jl. 
Proof. Let d E Zfl[aJr[t: = Z+lI[pt. cnv]. Observe that 
Fpit. +j = (qjit. ijq)n-l 
according to Assumption (ii), so we can apply Lemma 3.6(a) in order to show that d E zn[[a]lq [t: = 
T”[pt.o]q] and from (i) it follows that d E In+* uang[t: = 2qpt.ogq]. If d E rn+qajq[t: = 
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Lemma 3.8. For any II E N, all types Q and any type environment rl: 
znngnq a, 2n+ligjg. 
Proof. By induction on n. The basis is obvious, and the induction step is proved by induction on 
the complexity of the type (T. 
l o = t, a type variable: P[[t]q F (q(t) ) n, and the result follows from Proposition 3.3 (3). 
l CJ = CO: It follows from Proposition 3.3 (3 ) that D, a, D,, ,. 
l 0 E ol -+ a2: In order to prove that 
2n-1[olnq +n zn-1[02nr E q0,gq +n+l~q~&j 
assume that d E P-*[alnq -+n Zti-1[g2nq and a E Zn[al]q. By induction hypothesis a,_1 E 
zn-luolnq, SO 
using the induction hypothesis again, and Proposition 3.1, If d E 1” [[aljq +n+ 1 l?([a& and 
a E 2n-1[clj~, a E P[[a& by induction hypothesis, so d . a E Tn[a2nq and by induction hypothesis 
(d.a),_l E 2n-1[a~]lq. The result follows by observing that, using Proposition 3.1, (dsa),_l = dn.a, 
so 
l d E pt. cl: The induction hypotheses make possible the application of Lemma 3.7: 
= zn+lufit.ol]q. 
l o E Vt. ol: Assume that d E IP[Vt. c& and A E P. Then, by induction hypothesis, d E 
Z”+‘[al]q[t: = A] and therefore d E Z n+l[Vt. a& as A E P was arbitrary. Conversely, if d E 
T”+‘pt. aljq and A E P, by induction hypothesis we have that d, E Z”[o& [t: = A], and finally 
that d, E Pl[‘dt.a&. 
l o E 3. ~7~: Assume that d E Zn[3t.a&. Then, for some A E P, d E Z”[a&[t: = A] 
and by induction hypothesis d E IiT+ 1 [a& [t: = A]; therefore d E Zn+’ [3t. a&. Conversely, if 
d E Zn+l [aljq [t: = A] for some A E P, by induction hypothesis we have that d, E Z”[o& [t: = A], 
and finally also that d, E Z”[3t. a&. 0 
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The preceding lemma justifies the definition of the interpretation of a type by cumulating the 
information given by its approximate interpretations. 
Definition 3.9 (Type Interpretations). For every type g and type environment q, 
Proposition 3.10. (1) V’n E N.Z”[a]q C Zl[a]q. 
(2) For any type IS and environment q, Zl[ajjv is a profinite subset of D,. 
Proof. (1) Easy, using Lemma 3.8. 
(2) Let (dci))iEN G Z[[aJq be an increasing chain. We have for all II E N that ( (dci)),)iEN G P[[o]q, 
so (ui d(‘)), E ZP[[oJq by the continuity of the mappings (.)n, yielding the completeness of 2[a]q. 
If d E z[oIjq then d, E Z?l[cjq c Z[[ajq by point (1). 0 
This proposition entails that, for any type o and environment q, 
wm = mnt 
for all n E N. 
Lemma 3.11. For any type (T and environment q: 
Proof. (Q 
d E Z[pt. @j =+ Vn E N. d, E P[[anq[ t: = z”-l[yt. anq] by Definition 3.5 
I Vn E N. d,, E Z”[@j [t: = zQt. &q by Lemma 3.6(a) 
- Vn E iw. d, E zfl[onr [t: = z[pt. a]lq] 
I d E z[ogq[t: = qju.anq]. 
(2) 
d E Wll~ [t: = z[pt. ajr] j Vn E N. d, E z”[@j [t: = I[[@. ajq] 
j Vn E Md, E P[Ianq[t: = P@t. qjq] 
=+ Vn E N. d,, E z”[,ut. a]lq by Lemma 3.6(b) 
- d E qpt.0nq. 0 
Lemma 3.12. For any pair of types CJ, T, any type variable t and any environment q, 
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Proof. We show by induction that: 
vn E N.2n[a[r/t]lv = 2n[[alq[t: = Z[[r~q]. 
The basis is obvious, and the induction step is proved by induction on the complexity of Q, the 
only interesting case being that in which r~ E ps. ffl, where s is not free in r. Then (PS. al) [r/t] E 
P.S. (ai [r/t] ) E ps. 61, where 61 E gI [r/t]. 
zqj0. clpj = TAO, [7p]pj[s: = z~-$u. 61nvj 
= zyfllpj [t: = q7nq,s: = z+lups. dlnq] 
by induction hypothesis and because s q! FV(r) 
= znuoinrl[t: = zurnq,s: = z+lnfis.g,nq[t: = qrjq]] 
by induction hypothesis on n applied to (US. o1 ) [7/t] 
= zqps.Oljq[t: = q7nr]. 0 
Theorem 3.13 (Properties of Type Interpretations). The following conditions are satisfied, for any 
type environment q and all types rs, 7: 
(1) zum =w 
(2) me = D, 
(3) zu0 + 7nr =wnr -mn~ 
(4) 2~0 A 7nq = zu+I mm 
(5) wm = mmvm 
(6) mt.d~ =mw.dtm 
(7) zpt. 0nq = inf{2Japq[t: = A] ( A E P} 
(8) q3t.anq = sup{zuonq[t: = AI 1 A E P). 
Proof. (1) d E I[t]q iff, for all n E N, d, E P[t]q = (q(t))n iff d E q(t). 
(2) Analogous to the preceding case. 
(3 ) Assume d E Z[C + 7nq, so for all n > 0 
d, E zn-ln+j +n r1u7n7j. 
If a E z[a]q, then a,_l E z+l[ajv and 
d, . a,_l E Y1[[7]lr c z[[T]q 
uniformly for all n E N. But Z[r]q is complete, so 
d. a = u (4+1 . a,) E z[drl 
nEN 
showing that: 
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Conversely, if d E Tl[a]lv + Z[[z]q and a E 2”-‘I[~jq C Z[C~~V, we have that d . a E Z[[z]q and 
(d . a),_~ E Z”-‘[T]~, but now it is sufficient to observe that (d . a),_* = d,. a to conclude that 
Then d, E Z”(Ic -+ zjq for all yt E N, yielding the conclusion. 
(4) If d E zl[a A @j, then for any n E N d, E T”[o A znrj = z”l[apj nZ”I[@j G z[gpj nz[rnr. 
Conversely, given d E Tl[anv n T[T]q, for every n E N d, E P[[anq II Tn[[TjJq = ZIG A z]lq, therefore 
d E zl[a A +. 
(5) If d E Z[o v zjq, then for any ~1 E N d, E z”l[a v 7]lq = z”[[+ UZ~[T~~Y] c z[[cnq UI[[+. 
Conversely, given d E Zl[anq u I[[& for every it E N d, E Z”[[ajq or d, E z”[7jq, SO d, E 
Pl[anq u P[z]lq and finally d E z[[a v @j. 
(6) From Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12. 
(7) 
H Vn E N.VA E P.dn E Y[[cnr[t: = A] 
~vn~~.VA~p.d,~Z[[a]l?[t:=A] 
* VAEP.d E2[on)j[t: = A] 
H d E n q0nq[t: = A]. 
AEP 
(8) (SUPmmt: = Al 1 A E P)h = uAEp Zn[cJv [ t: = A] = Y[3t. aJjq by Proposition 3.3 (5) 
and the remark following Proposition 3.10. The result follows immediately by observing that for 
any profinite subset A of D,, d E A if and only if d,, E A,, for every n E N. 0 
One important consequence of the above properties of type interpretations is that the soundness of 
the rules of our type inference system can now be shown quite naturally. 
In the sequel, let K be any term environment, i.e. a function mapping term variables to elements 
of D,. The interpretation of A-terms in the A-model D, is defined as usual (see Barendregt [3, 
Chapter 18.2 ] ), by induction on the structure of terms: 
. uxjn = Z(X); 
. [MN172 = I[~z. pqn; 
l I[Ax.M]In = P(f), where f(d) = [M@[x: = d], 
observing that every such an f is a continuous function from D, to itself. 
Definition 3.14 (Satisfaction). Given a type environment v and a term environment K, the pair 
(q, n) satisfies a typing statement MS, written (q, K) k M:a, if I[~K E Z([ojq. Given a basis B, 
hn) 1 B if h N 1 x:7 for all basic typing statements x:7 E B. We write (II, K):B b M:o when 
(q, a) /= B implies (q, R) + M:~J, and B b M:a when (q, n):B 1 M:a for all 4 and K. 
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Theorem 3.15 (Soundness). For any basis B, any A-term M and any type IS: 
if B I- M:a then B /= Ms. 
Proof. By a straightforward induction on the derivation of the statement B t- Mx. We only outline 
the proof in the case in which the last rule applied in the derivation is: 
B,x:r~ t M:T B t Nt3t.o 
B t M[N/x]x 
where t $! FV(B) u FV(z). 
Assume that (q, z) k B, and observe that [[M[N/x]lJn = [[Mjn[x: = [NJn], for all R-terms M, N. 
By induction hypothesis [N]rc E Z[3t. o]q, and therefore ([[NI]x)~ E P[3t. a]~ = UAEpZn[a]q[t: = 
A], so there exists C E P such that ([N]Tc>~ E Z?[c]lq[t: = C]. Now, (q[t: = C],z[x: = 
WI~)nl) k B, xx, and this entails that [Mnn[x: = ([Nnn),] E T[[Tgq, because t $Z FV(r). This 
argument works uniformly for all n E IV, and we can conclude that 
uMj7+: = UNjn] = Uuiqn[X: = (uNj7c)nl EZ~TI~, 
nEN 
using the continuity properties of the interpretation mapping for terms. 17 
Another feature of the technique we have used in building type interpretations is that recursive 
types satisfy equivalences which hold, typically, when recursion is interpreted by means of least 
fixed points. Notably, Bekic’s theorem, i.e. the equation: 
w. (obt.z/tl) = W~)W. (~[P.~/~l)/tl, 
can be shown to hold in our semantics by induction on the denumerably many levels of approxi- 
mation of both terms of the equation. 
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Appendix: Proof of the Rank Lemma 
It suffices to show that, if D:B :- M:o is a derivation ending with one occurrence of a cut of rank 
r > 2, in which all other cuts are ready, then 2, can be transformed into a derivation V’:B :- M:a 
containing some occurrences of the original cut with lower rank and possibly some new cuts of 
rank 2, while preserving the readiness of all other cuts. This is enough provided that V’ will be 
not increasing w.r.t. D, i.e. we will not generate cuts with higher degrees. By inspection of all the 
transformations we will perform, it is easily seen that the degrees of the transformed cuts do not 
increase, and the degrees of newly generated cuts are less than or equal to that of the old ones. This 
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is established by routine calculations: we shall actually perform them just in the first case we deal 
with and in some other relevant ones. Note that these calculations are parametric w.r.t. 3, hence 
3 is actually an arbitrary uniform set of redex occurrences. 
By Lemma 2.13 (iv) we can assume that V does not contain ready cuts of shape (f) or (g). 
We split the proof into two parts: in the first one we lower the right rank of the considered cut, 
which is supposed to be > 1; in the second part we assume the right rank to be 1 and we lower the 
left rank supposed to be > 1. Since all transformations we carry out leave unchanged the left rank 
in part 1 and the right rank in part 2, this establishes the thesis. 
Part 1: right rank > 1 
We distinguish various cases according to the shape of the last rule above the right premise of 
the cut. Note that Ax and o cannot occur because the right rank is > 1. For the same reason cases 
of rules introducing type constructors to the right are impossible. 
Case -+I: 
B’, u:7 :- N:a 
B, x:o :- M:p 
B” :- P:< -tL 
B’, B”,v:c + 7 :- N[vP/u]:a 
B,B’,B”,v:r+7:-M[N[vP/u]/x]:p 
cut 
We can freely assume that u 6 FV(B, B”) and u @ FV(M); hence we transform the previous 
derivation into 
B, X:CT :- M:p B’, u:7 :- N:o cut 
B, B’, u:7 :- M[N/x]:p B” :- P:l +L 
B, B’B”,v:< + 7 :- M[N/x] [vP/u]:p 
Note that the new cut in the figure above is legal since u $ FV (B, B”) and B, B’, B” is a basis. 
Finally u +! FV(M) implies that M[N[vP/u]/x] E M[N/x] [VP/U]. To verify the non-increasing 
property, suppose that the cut inference in the given derivation D is generating an 3-redex 
(otherwise the thesis is trivially true); then the corresponding cut in the transformed derivation 
2)’ is generating an 3-redex too. We have immediately that the degrees of the occurrences of the 
cut-type do not change. In fact the degrees of the occurrences of o in B’, B”, w:t + 7 :- N [v P/u ]:g 
and in B’, U:T :- N:a are clearly equal by definition. 
CasezI (x E {P,V,%A,V}): 
Bi,y:7i :- NZC 
B, x:c :- M:p B’,y:7’ :- N:rs XL 
B, B’, y:7’ :- M[N/x]:p 
cut 
If y $ FV (B ), we transform this into 
B,x:a :- M:p Bi,y:7i :- N:CT cut 
B,Bi,y:7i :-M[N/x]:p 
B, B’,y:z’ :- M[N/x]:p XL 
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Notice that here and in what follows we assume to have one or two cuts according to the value of 
the index i. 
Otherwise B = B”,y:7’ for some B”, since B, B', y:7' is a basis. Let w be any fresh variable; 
define N’ s N[w/y 1, so that by 2.13 (ii) there exists a derivation of Bi, W:7i :- N’:a similar to the 
given derivation Bi,y:7i :- N:o. Hence we make the following transformation 
B”, y:z’, X:CJ :- M:p Bi, W:7i Z- N’:a - 
&, B”,y:7’, w:7::- M[N’/x]:p xL CUt 
Ax 
B’,B”,y:7’,~:7’:- M[N’/x]:p y:7’ :- y:7’ 
B’, B”, y:7’ :- M [ N//x] [y/w ]:p 
cut 
where M[N’/x] [y/w] E M[N/x] since w $ W(M). 
In case 3L , i.e. 7’ E 3t. 7, it has to be true that t g! FV(B, Bi) U W(p): since the original instance 
of 3L was correct by hypothesis we know that t 6 FV (Bi ) U FV ( CT), and clearly we can always 
choose t $ FV (B ) U FV ( p), so that the restriction is met. 
Finally note that the last cut whose right premise is an axiom is ready and surely it does not 
create any redex, hence it has degree 0. 
Case cut: in this case, by hypothesis, the upper cut is ready. We must distinguish subcases according 
to the shapes of Fig. 2. We can assume that x @ FV(B, B’, B”) and z,y, u 6 FV(B”‘). 
(a): 
B”‘, X:Q :- M:p 
B, z:< :- N:o B’ :- R:v AL B”, y:u :- Q:< 
B, B’, u:v + < :- N[uR/z]:a B” :- ky. Q:v + < 
OR 




can be replaced by 
B”‘, x:0 :- M:p B, z:r :- N:o cut 
B, B”‘, z:t :- M[N/x]:p B’ :-RX +L 
B’ B”‘, u:v + < :- M[N/x] [uR/z]:p 
B”,y:v :- Q:< _R 
B 3 9 B” :- ly. Q:v + 7 cut B Bl B” B”’ , 7 , :- M [ N/x] [uR/z] [Ay. Q/u]:p 
1 [uR/zl LAY. Q/u1 since we can assume that Notice that M[N[uR/z] [Ay.Q/u]/x] z M[N/x 
x p’J?V(N) and U, z q! FV(M). 
(b), (c) and (d): 
Bi,y:<i I- N:o Bj :- Q:c(, 
B, y:v :- N:a XL B’ :- Q:u XR 
cut 
B”, X:CJ :- M:p B, B’ :- N[Q/y]:a 
B, B’,B” :- M[N[Q/y]/x]:p 
cut 
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where x E (P, Q, 3, A, V}, can be replaced by 
B”, x:u :- M:p Bi, y:(i I- N:~s cut 
Bi, B”,y:<i :-M[N/X]:p XL 
B, B”, y:u :- M[N/x]:p 
Bj I- Q:gj 
B’ :- Q:v XR 
B, B’, B” :- M[N/x] [Q/y]:p 
cut 
Notice that M[N[Q/y]/x] = M[N/x] [Q/y] since we can assume y @ FV(M). 
(e): We are given a figure of the shape 
Bi I- N:o 
B, y:~ :- N:a 
XL 
B”, X:Q :- M:p 
B’, .z:z :- Z:T A’ cut 
B, B’, z:z :- N[z/y]:a 
B, B’, B”, Z:T :- M[N[z/y]/x]:p 
where z 6 FV (B ), or of the shape 
cut 
Bi I- N:o 
B, z:z, y:~ :- N:a 
XL B’, Z:T :- z:7 
Ax 
B”, X:CT :- M:p B, B’, z:z :- N[z/y]:a 
cut 
B, B’, B”, z:z :- M[N[z/y]/x]:p 
cut 
(the difference being z:r in the conclusion of XL). In both cases we assume that y 6 FV(B”) and 
y $ FV(M). We transform these derivations into 
B”, X:CT :- M:p Bi[z/Yl,B’ :-N[z/YI:c cut 
Bi[z/Yl,B’,B” :-M[N[z/Y]/xl:p xL 
B,B’,B”,z:z:-M[N[z/y]/x]:p 
and into 
B”, x:rs :- M:p Bi I- NZCJ 
Bi,B” :-M[N/x]:p 
B, B”, z:z, y:z :- M[N/x]:p 
xL cut 




respectively. Notice that there is a deduction of Bi [z/y], B’ :- N [ z/y ]:CJ similar to the given 
deduction of Bi :- N:o by Lemma 2.13 (i) and (ii). Moreover by the assumption y @’ FV(M) we 
have M[N[z/y]/x] = M[N/x] [z/y]. 
Part 2: right rank = 1 and left rank > 1 
In this case the deduction will have the shape: 
Bi I- Mi:Zi rule 
B,x:o :- M:p B’ :- N:a cut 
B, B’ :- M[N/x]:p 
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Since the left rank is positive, the occurrence of 0 in the left premise of the cut has at least one 
father. If i = 2 we shall assume that the statement xx occurs in both Bi and B2, the case in which 
it occurs just once being similar and simpler. 
We distinguish various cases according to the last rule above the left premise of the cut. Note 
that cases Ax and m are impossible because the left rank is > 1. 
Case +L: We are given either a figure of the shape 
B, ~7, X:D :- M:p B’,x:a :- P:< AL 
B, B’,v:< + Z,X:Q :- M[vP/u]:p B” :- N:a CUt 
B, B’, B”,v:< ---f T :- M[vP/u] [N/x]:p 
or of the shape 
B,x:a + 7, u:7 :- M:p B’,x:a --f 7 :- P:a 
B, B’,x:a 
+L 
--t 7 :- M[xP/u]:p B” :- N:a + 7 
B, B’, B” :- M[xP/u] [N/x]:p 
cut 
In both cases we can assume that u 6 FV(B’, B”) and u +! FV(N). We transform these derivations 
into 
B, x7, x:o :- M:p B” :- N:a cut B’,x:a :- P:< 
B, B”, u:7 :- M[N/x]:p 
B” :- N:a cut 
B’, B” :- P[N/x]:t 
B,B’,B”,v:<+ 7:- M[N/x][vP[N/x]/u]:p 
-+L 
and into 
B, 2.~7, X:Q + 7 :- M:p B” :- N:a + 7 cut B’,x:a + 7 :- P:a B”:- N:a -+ 7 
cut 
B, B”, u:7 :- M [ N/x]:p B’, B” :- P[N/x]:a +L 
B,B’,B”,z:c * 7:-M[N/x][zP[N/x]/u]:p B” :- N:o -+ 7 
cut 
B, B’, B” :- M[N/x] [zP[N/x]/u] [N/zl:p 
respectively; observe that z is a fresh variable. This and u $ FV (N) imply M [ N/x J [v P [N/x l/u ] E 
M[vP/u] [N/x] and M[N/x] [zP[N/x]/u] [N/z] z M[xP/u] [N/x]. 
Notice that in the second case the degrees of the new cuts are less than or equal to the degree 
of the original one. In fact if m, p, n are respectively the degrees of the occurrences of d + r in 
B,x:a -+ 7,2+:7: - M:p, B’,x:o -+ 7: - P:o and B”: - N:o + 7 , then the degree of the original cut 
is max(m,p, 0.5) + 12. With the same assumptions the degree of the new cuts are m + n, p + n 
and 0.5 + ~1. 
Case +R: 
B, x:0, y:7 :- M:p 
B, x:0 :- Ay. M:7 --) p 
OR 
B’ :- N:o cut 
B, B’ :- (Ay. M) [N/x]:7 --f p 
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Clearly we can assume y $ FV (N) and y $ FV (B’ ). The derivation transforms into 
B, y:z, x:cr :- M:p B’ :- N:o 
B, B’, y:z :- M[N/x]:p 
B, B’ :- ly. M[N/x]:z + p 
OR cut 
and, by the fact that y @ FV(N), (Ay.M) [N/xl = Ay.M[N/xl. 
Case xL (x E {IL, V, 3, A, V) ): 
Bi, y:Ti, x:C I- A’fZp 
B, y:P, x:6 :- M:p 
XL 
B’ :- N:a cut 
B, B’, y:~’ :- M[N/x]:p 
If y @ F B (B’ ), this derivation is transformed into 
Bi,y:Ti, X:Q I- AdIp B’ :- N:a cut 
Bi, B’,y:~i I-M[N/x]:p XL 
B, B’, y:z’ :- M[N/x]:p 
Otherwise we use the same renaming technique of the case XL in part 1 of this proof. 
Case XR lx E {P, v, 3, A, V> ): 
Bi, XIC I- MITi 
B,x:a :- M:z 
XR 
B’ :- N:c cut 
B, Bl :- M[N/x]:T 
becomes 
Bi, x:0 Z- MIT, B’ :- N:(T cut 
Bi, B’ :- M[N/x]:7i 
B, B’ :- M[N/x]:7 XR 
Case cut: in this case by hypothesis the upper cut is ready. We must 
to the shapes of Fig. 2. In the sequel there is no loss of generality in 
y $! FV(B”‘). 
(a): 
distinguish subcases according 
assuming that y @ FV (N) and 
B, XX, z:< :- M:p B’,x:a :- R:v _L B”,x:cr, u:u :- Q:{ 
B, B’,x:ri,y:u ----t < :- M[yR/z]:p B”, x:u :- Au. Q:v --* c 
--tR 
B, B’, B”,x:o :- M[yR/z] [(Au. Q)/y]:p 
cut 
B, B’,B”, B”’ :- M[yR/z] [(Au. Q)/y] [N/x]:p 
B”’ :- N:a 
cut 
is replaced by 
B”, XV, X:CJ :- Q:r B”’ :- N:o 
I, 
B, B’, B”‘, y:v ---f < :- i[N,x] [yR[N/x]/z]:p 
B”, B”‘, u:v :- Q[N/x]:t 
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where the derivation 2)” is 
B, z:& x:6 :- M:p B’” :- N:a cut 
B, B”‘, z:( :- M[N/x]:p 
B’,x:a :- R:v B”’ :- N:a cut 
B’, B”’ :- R [ N/x]:v 
B, B’,B”‘,y:v + < :- M[N/x] [yR[N/x]/z]:p 
+L 
Notice that M[yR/z J [(Au. Q)/y] [N/x] - M[N/x] [yR[N/x]/z] [(Au. Q[N/x] )/y] since we can 
assume that z $ FV (N) . 
(b), (c) and (d): 
Bi, X:(T, y:ci :- M:p Bj, XIC I- PZ<j 
B, x:n, y:v :- M:p 
XL B’,x:o :- P:u 
XR 
B, B’,x:o :- M[P/y]:p 
cut 
B, B’, B” :- M[P/y] [N/x]:p 
B” :- N:a CUt 
where x E {p, If’, 3, A, V}, can be replaced by 
Bi,y$,, X:6 I- MZp B” :- N:a cut Bj, X:D :- PZcj 
Bi,B”,y$i I-M[N/x]:p xL 
B” :- N:a cut 
B, B”, y:v :- M[N/x]:p 
Bj, B” I- P [N/X] :<j XR 
B’, B” :- P[N/x]:v 
B, B’, B” :- M[N/x] [P[N/x]/y]:p 
cut 
Again we have that M[P/y] [N/x] z M[N/x] [P[N/x]/y] by the assumption about y. 
(e): we are given a figure either of the shape 
Bi, x:o :- M:p 
B, y:7, x:o :- M:p 
XL B’, z:7 :- z:7 
Ax 
B, B’,z:7,x:a :- M[z/y]:p 
cut 
B, B’, B”, z:7 :- M[z/y] [N/x]:p 
B” :- N:a cut 
or of the shape 
Bi, x:0 I- M:p 
B,x:q y:a :- M:p 
XL B’, x:u :- x:6 
Ax 
B, B’,x:a :- M[x/y]:p 
cut 
B, B’, B” :- M[x/y] [N/x]:p 
B” :- N:a cut 
where x is any type constructor. We transform them into 
Bi[z/y],B’,x:a :-M[z/y]:p B” :- N:a cut 
~~~~/yl,~‘,~“:-~~~l~l~~/~l:~ xL 
B, B’, B”, z:7 :- M[z/y] [N/x]:p 
(where z is fresh) and into 
Bi, B’, X:0 I- M:p B” :- N:a cut 
Bi,B’,B” I-M[N/x]:p 
B, B’, B”, y:a :- M[N/x]:p 
XL 
B, B’, B” :- M[N/x] [N/y]:p 
B” :- N:a cut 
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respectively. In the second case we observe that the newly generated cut is ready, since by hypothesis 
the right rank of the current cut was 1. Concerning degrees, if m, p are the degrees of the two 
occurrences of D in B, x:a,y:a :- M:p and n is the degree of the occurrence of CT in B” :- N:cT, 
then in the original figure the lower cut has degree max (m,p) + rz. In the new figure the degrees 
of the two cuts are respectively m + II and p + rz. 
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